
Name _______________________________ Date ___________________

Homonym Challenge # 1

1. Don’t slip on the banana ____________________ ! 
peal    peel 

2. My favorite dessert is a brownie ____________________ .
sundae    Sunday

3. There are seven ____________________ in a week.
days    daze  

4. The ____________________ at our school is very nice.
principle    principal

5. I always ____________________ my hand before speaking during class.
raise    rays     

6. I got stung by a ____________________ !
be    bee

7. We have to ____________________ for the bell to ring before we can leave.
wait    weight

8. What ____________________ shoe do you wear?
sighs    size

9. I woke up at 7 o’clock this ____________________ .
morning    mourning 

10. We had ____________________ and potatoes for dinner last night. 
meet    meat
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Directions: Choose the homonym with the correct meaning to complete each sentence.



Name ___________________________ Date _________________________
Homonym Challenge # 2

Directions: Write the homonym for each word.

1. ant ________________________ 2. be ________________________

3. cell _______________________ 4. dear ______________________

5. I _________________________ 6. mail ______________________

7. hi ________________________ 8. no ________________________

9. to ________________________ 10. Jim ______________________

11. weak _____________________ 12. see ______________________

13. tail ______________________ 14. eight ____________________

15. blew _____________________ 16. principle _________________  
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Name _______________________________ Date ___________________

Homonym Challenge  # 3
I. Write the letter of the correct meaning in the blank in front of the homonym.

1. __________ bear a. the complete total or entire sum of something

2. __________ bare b. a pretty blossom on a plant 

3. __________ clothes c. a gap or an opening 

4. __________ close d. turning over and over

5. __________ flower e. a big furry animal that eats honey 

6. __________ flour f. to shut or seal something

7. __________ whole g. exposed or undressed

8. __________ hole h. jeans, shirts and dresses

9. __________ role i. the main ingredient to bake cookies or bread 

10. __________ roll j. a character in a play

II. Fill in two homonyms to complete each sentence.  

1. We __________________ our dinner at ____________________ o’clock.

2. During the test, we are not ____________________ to speak ____________________. 

3. ____________________ very careful if  you see a ____________________ hive.

4. She ____________________ the ball and it went ____________________ the basket ball net.
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Name ________________________________ Date ____________________

Homonym Challenge  # 4
Homonym Editing: Read this letter and look for mistakes in homonyms. When you find a wrong homonym, underline it and write 
the correct homonym above it. Then, write your own mixed up homonym letter and have a classmate correct it. 

Deer Ant Jenny,

How are yew doing?  The whether hear is a bit chili, and it 

reigned last sundae.  However, this weak the son is shining and the flours are 

blooming. Yule bee happy to no that eye one first place in the swim meat. 

I eight a good breakfast of serial and sliced pairs that mourning.  My mom 

maid me and my brother Gym get hour hare cut and wee look grate!  We 

have a knew cat.  He is a mail cat with black fir, white pause and a fluffy tale. 

Eye can’t weight to fly on the plain when we come to visit you during spring

brake.  I better get this letter in the male before eye run out of thyme. 

Say high to Uncle Joe fore me.  Good buy four now.  Wheel sea you soon. 

Love, Sue
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Name ________________________________ Date ___________________

Homonym Challenge # 5

Directions: Circle homonym that matches the picture.

1. ant   aunt

2.  male   mail

3. cent   scent

4. be   bee

5. dear   deer

6. peace   piece

7. rows   rose

8. bred   bread

9. cereal   serial 

10. flower   flour

11. hair   hare

12. eye   I

13. meat   meet

14. made   maid
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Name ____________________________ Date ________________

Homonym Challenge # 6
Directions: Circle the homonym that matches the picture.

1. bare   bear

2. time   thyme

3. knows   nose

4. pail   pale

5. peal   peel

6. rain   reign

7. night   knight

8. pear   pair

9. sale   sail

10. prince   prints

11. son   sun

12. would   wood

13. whales  Wales

14. plain   plane
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